DIMITRI LOUKAS
MODERN INTERPRETER OF
POST-CUBIC ART IN MONTREAL
By Catherine T. Siolas

"Alone with some flowers"

Art is the reflection of civilization's
soul. Buildings crumble. Fortunes are
gained and lost. Succeeding generations
will evaluate our culture's impact on
history through the work of our intellectuals and artists. Greek American
Review, an advocate for the promotion
of Greek artists and the GreekAmerican culture, in general, presented
for the first time to it's readers the art of
Greek-Canadian artist Dimitri Loukas
in its October issue's cover. Loukas is
well-known in Canada for his cubic art
creations.
Dimitri Loukas considers himself an
"autodidact", a self-taught artist. The
post cubic artist has had minor training
with various painters. His natural talent
propelled him into the art world. The
artist's life has been molded by his contacts with three cultures: Greeces, Canada and France. Loukas is a Canadian
citizen of Greek origin, whose child-

TEN GREEK ARTISTS
AT METROPOLIS
ART GALLERY
Metropolis Art Gallery located at 790
Madison Avenue corner of 67th Street
is now presenting the works of ten prominent Greek artists through March 1992.
March 1992.
The artists presented are: Tsarouhis,
Fasianos, My taras, Caras, Prekas,
Karavousis, Sorogas, Sakagian, Theofilactopoulos and Grammatopoulos.
The works represent both a broad
spectrum of the aesthetic quest of the
artists, within the framework of Modern Greek Art, while revealing their special and individualized techniques.
Metropolis Art Gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday from 11 :00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m.
For any further information, you
may call the gallery at: (212) 249-7844.
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The artist weI/coming Madame
Lucienne Robillard, Minister of
Education of Quebec, at a recent
exhibition of his works at the museum
Marek-Furel-Fortin, in Montreal.

The "pianist", col/age.
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hood was spent in France. His Greek
roots played a fundamental part of his
youth when he returned to the island of
Chios during World War II.
Loukas' entrance in the art world was
in 1954 at the island of Chios when with
some friends founded a Dainter's association know as the "Nissiotes." Well
known artists, Nick Yalouris, George
Zymarakis and Yannis Rodakis who is
famous as an iconographer in Agio
Oros, were among the organizers. This
group of Chian artists had several
exhibitions.
The artist resides in Mondreal, Canada. There he met painter P. Soulikias
and has followed his work closely.
The painter is devoted to his family.
Because of family obligations, he postponed a full-time effort to painting,
concentrating on working. He had been
employed by several art galleries in
Montreal, such as the "L'Art Francais"
and the "Gallery Montmarte," before
running his own gallery in Montreal for
several years. Finally he concentrated
all his effort to painting.
Loukas has had several exhibitions in
Montreal, with success in the following
sites: 1988 at Vanier Music Department; 1990, Museum "Marc-AurelTortin"; 1991, Complex Desjardins;
1991. He had an exchibition at the
Bureau of Greek National Tourism, in
September and another one was scheduled to open December 4 at the Hobilanteur Gallery in Montreal.
Critic Francois Ghali, executive comGREEK-AMERICAN REVIEW

mittee member of the Museum of Art of
Saint Laurent City Hall, highly commends Loukas. "He is a self-taught
painter who recomposes the visual universe in audacious forms of abstract
limits. The theme explorations of Dimitri Loucas - flowers, familiar objects,
dead nature and country scenes - are
pretexts of movement which are refined
until he reaches a pictorial of his
su bjects."
Ghali believes "this artist long ago
discovered his own style that characterizes him. A style that does not prevent
him from continuous research of pictorial themes. He is shaping and duplicating objects and persons in different
facets. There is a logic in lines by multiplying interplanetary possibillities and
colors through winding and liquid like
lines."
Ghali is of the opinion that the painter's work reflects an open, luminous
world. "Those who are in love of large
spaces do not know how to. paint .a
closed world. The windows, present in
almost all his work, are there to
create an opening in our living space.
These windows have a symbolic role.
They remind us that nature exists outside of this closed universe. Luminosity
is present in his works, as an escape of
his mind towards his native country of
Greece. Harmony of profound and
clear tones give life to Loukas' theme bv
carrying away the eye to infinity."
Dimitri Loukas is one of the finest
artists in Canada, but he is little known
to Americans. He plans to have an exhibition of his works in New York City in
the near future. We look forward to the
pleasure of viewing the open, luminous
paintings of this foremost GreekCanadian painter.
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